**VIOLIN SETS**

- **CANTIGA sets in 3 tensions:**
  Available with a Mi-E-1 ball end: ref. 900MLB, 900MB, 900FB or a loop end: ref. 900ML, 900M, 900F.

- **NEW: CANTIGA sets in 3 tensions:**

- **Perfect balance between the four strings (tone and projection).**
- **Anti oxidation bag**
  In order to best preserve the characteristics of the strings, Corelli is adding a new anti oxidation bag. The individual strings will also come with this special packing (by 5 pieces).

- **CANTIGA sets in 3 tensions:**
  Available with a Mi-E-1 ball end: ref. 900MLB, 900MB, 900FB or a loop end: ref. 900ML, 900M, 900F.

- **A new intense, rich, focus and clean sound with a large harmonic spectrum**
- **A very lively and responsive string allowing the finest nuances (secure, free and easy playing).**
- **A very easy response in all positions.**
- **Newly designed machines, the specific construction and material of CANTIGA strings contribute to their great longevity with perfect stability of their tonal characteristics (tuning, harmonics...).**

**MOREOVER,**

- **The string settles-in very quickly; immediately making a difference while the first notes are played, and improving again in few hours.**
- **Perfect balance between the four strings (tone and projection).**
- **All the musicians who participated in our tests, decided to keep the full set.**
- **Very important: Cantiga strings fit modern and antique instruments perfectly.**

- **The string keeps its freshness intact for an extended period.**
- **Packing (by 5 pieces).**
- **The individual strings will also come with this special packing (by 5 pieces).**

**VIOLA SETS**

- **CANTIGA sets in 3 tensions:**
  Available with a Mi-E-1 ball end: ref. 900MLB, 900MB, 900FB or a loop end: ref. 900ML, 900M, 900F.

- **Anti oxidation bag**
  In order to best preserve the characteristics of the strings, Corelli is adding a new anti oxidation bag. The individual strings will also come with this special packing (by 5 pieces).

- **CANTIGA sets in 3 tensions:**

- **Color of the notes. The blue ring corresponds to the medium tension set.**
- **Green ring: low tension**
- **Orange ring: high tension**
- **Light Medium High Silk color**